The existence of a roughening transition of planar crystal surfaces was predicted long ago by Burton, Cabrera and Frank [1] . It is now well established that this transition is of the type described by Kosterlitz and Thouless [2, 7, 9] in a different context. Standard theories are based on a renormalization group approach, in which the length scale is progressively enlarged [3] . Such a renormalization may be carried out either in real space, or more conveniently in momentum space [4] , by elimination of short wavelength fluctuations of the surface. However, such a momentum renormalization must be carried out carefully [5] , and in this respect, much of the existing literature is incorrect. Moreover, all existing calculations rely on a « logarithmic » approximation, which is only correct at the transition temperature itself In the present paper, we first reconsider the renormalization theory of a static roughening transition. We extend it to a vicinal surface with a finite tilt angle 0 and, for T : TR, we analyse the transition from a « rough » behaviour at large 0 to a discrete step regime at small 8. We then turn to the dynamic behaviour of the surface, i.e. its response to an applied overpressure. That problem was considered by Chui and Weeks [6] , who demonstrated a crucial result : the dynamics is « conventional », in the sense that the mobility remains finite at TR. Their approach, however, is exact only at T = TR, as usual with renormalization methods : we shall see that it may be significantly improved away from TR. More generally, we shall discuss both the linear mobility at T &#x3E; TR and the transition towards a non linear homogeneous nucleation regime at T TR.
These results are used in order to interpret experiments in 4He in the accompanying paper [10] .
The main purpose of the present paper is to expound explicitly, to correct and to extend ideas which are present in the literature, in a way which allows comparison to experiment. 1 . Static renormalization. ' We consider a planar interface, whose height fluctuations are described by a profile z (r ). The corresponding energy is where a is the lattice spacing normal to the surface, y the surface stiffness, related to the surface energy a (0 ) according to The pinning potential V tends to fix the interface at integer values of z/a. In order to give (1) a meaning, we need a cut off. Following Knops et al. [5] , we assume that equilibrium fluctuations for V = 0 are such that The original cut off Ao is -a -1 ; the form factor f (x ) goes to 1 if x -0, to 0 if x &#x3E; 1: its precise shape is irrelevant (sharp step function or smooth cut off). Technically, (2) is achieved by the replacement 'Y -+ 'Y If in (1) .
In a renormalization transformation, we write z = f + 5z, in such a way that in zeroth order (in V) (gi (110) will eventually be made infinitesimal).
We can formally introduce the following Hamiltonian :
in which zk and 8zk are now independent statistical variables. It is easily verified that (1) and (3) Indeed, that is the procedure followed in many papers on the subject. Unfortunately, (9) [9] [10] .
Note that (13) At low temperatures, n -+ 0, we may set e-2 nH -1 : we then find A (n) -n2, B(n) = (n/2 ) + o (n2). In between, we integrated (21) numerically : the results are shown in figures 1 to 3. We note that the renormalization of y and q disappears at low and high n (i. e. T TR and T &#x3E; TR).
One may rightly question the relevance of these results below TR (n 2). For a flat interface in equilibrium, we know that U blows up when the length scale exceeds the correlation length : the expansion in powers of U is then meaningless, and the precise behaviour of A (n ), B (n ) does not matter much. However we shall see shortly that one may have to interrupt renormalization at some finite length scale, either because the interface is tilted or because it is growing. Even if T TR, it may happen that U is still small when scaling stops, in which case the second order equation (21) remains valid : A (n ) and B (n ) are then physically meaningful, despite the fact that n 2.
In their basic paper, Chui and Weeks [6] In view of (24), the integrals over x and p separate out,
and we obtain
The numerator must be calculated numerically. The resulting C is also displayed in figure 3 : it resembles the result of Chui and Weeks (it also diverges at n = 1), but it is drastically different from the actual C (n ). We thus conclude that logarithmic approxima- figure 4 , using our exact result for A (n ). In first order, the scaling equation (12) for U is unchanged, but for the refined expression of n (actually, the anisotropy of y is of order V 2 : it will not affect much the scaling trajectoires). In second order, we again discard the harmonic contribution. The remaining « effective » second order energy is similar to (7 Let us first consider the « rough » side of the crossover, 0 § &#x3E; a. As 9 decreases, 11 and yl increase, with 1.1.:&#x3E; yin view of (29). Since y will eventually depart appreciably from yR, one must take account of the n-dependence of A.in writing the first integral (30), which becomes (for T close to TR) :
In principle, one may infer from this relation a differential equation for y (I), yielding the angular dependence y (0 ). Since the expansion in powers of U breaks down, such a calculation makes little sense. Only one feature is sure : in the « scaling region », 1'1 and l' 1. increase when 8 goes down.
In the opposite limit a, the interface is best described in terms of a step density ns per unit length along the crystal planes,
The energy per unit area (of crystal plane) is [8] where Eo is the reference surface energy of a facet ( 6 = (In a, step regime, 0 § la « 1, (33) may be interpreted as a mechanical equilibrium of steps, under the combined action of F, step repulsion and step line tension [8] (ii) ;-&#x3E; a : the bulge averages the periodic potential V to zero, even in the absence of thermal fluctuations. The surface behaves as if it were free.
We are thus led to stop renormalization at a characteristic scale L * = 1/A* -(aRi )112, beyond which the pinning potential is irrelevant. If L * 6, the surface is basically free. The crossover L* - § is exactly the condition (35). (In much the same way as a finite slope yielded a new characteristic length d = ns 1, an overpressure introduces the length (aRi )112, which must be compared to §). 4 . Growing interface under an applied force.
Instead of considering the static curvature of an interface under an applied force F, we assume that it moves while staying planar (on the average). We first consider an interface parallel to the crystal planes ( 9 = 0 ), with a normal velocity u. We define a mobility 1/'Y1 as T1 depends on T and possibly on F in the non linear nucleation regime. We want to understand that behaviour starting from the opposite ends of low and high temperatures. 4 .1 T TR : HOMOGENEOUS NUCLEATION REGIME [6] .
The free energy of a circular terrace with radius r on a flat facet (more exactly, it is a free enthalpy) is E(r) = (ii) r,, &#x3E; 6, Ec &#x3E; T: then homogeneous nucleation controls growth (we discard possible Frank-Read sources).
We briefly recall [7] [12] , in a simple variational language, and by Neudecker [13] in a more elaborated renormalization approach. The 
Conclusion.
In this paper, we tried to give a comprehensive review of both static and dynamic aspects of the roughening transition. Following reference [5] , we gave a formulation of the scaling process which is exempt from the usual pitfalls. We examined the relationship between the static and dynamic methods (which are only identical at the fixed point). Our detailed analysis provides an explicit form of the renormalization constants for the surface stress y and friction q: our results differ appreciably from those of Chui and Weeks [6] , who probably relied on a « logarithmic » approximation, valid only at the transition T = TR. These more precise results are used elsewhere in interpreting experiments [9] [10] .
Finally 
